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ABSTRACT

An identity card comprises an easy-to-use, more specifically
card-shaped, information carrier provided with an electroni
cally readable memory capable of digitally storing personal
user data, including data concerning the user's physical fea
tures. The information carrier is installed in and can be

removed from an input unit of a housing of comfortable
dimensions. The housing has been provided with reading
equipment which is capable of reading the personal data
stored in the memory of the information carrier. Moreover,
the housing has been provided with a screen for representing
the data read.
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2
highly fraud-proof and, nevertheless, has general applica
tions, such as a travelling document which can be used world
wide without advanced ancillary equipment being absolutely
required.
In order to achieve the intended objective a type of identity
card according to the present invention, is characterised in

IDENTITY CARD, INFORMATION CARRIER
AND HOUSING DESIGNED FORTS
APPLICATION

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets

appears in the

original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue.

that a removable information carrier has been installed in an
10

Notice. More than one reissue application has been filed
for the reissue of U.S. Pat. No. 6,382,506. The first reissue
application is application Ser: No. 10/841,424. This reissue
application is a continuation of application Ser: No. 10/841,
424 filed May 7, 2004, which is now RE43,333.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention concerns an identity card comprising
an easy-to-use, more specifically a card-shaped, information
carrier provided with an electronically readable memory
which is capable of digitally storing personal user data
including the user's physical characteristics.
At present, an identity card is usually a document issued by
the government, such as a passport or a driving licence, or a
proof of identity which is applied within a specific business
environment or for a particular professional group. In all these
cases, the identity card comprises a representation in the form
of a passport photograph of a user in combination with the
printed personal data of the user,
However, this type of identity card has the disadvantage of
being susceptible to fraud After all, the picture on the photo is
the only indication that the data on the card belong to its user.
The comparison between this picture and the actual appear
ance of the user is based on the subjective interpretation of the
controlling officer, which may also be affected by the user's
changes in appearance after the identity card was issued. In
addition, this regular type of identity cards are to a varying
degree Susceptible to forgery, as well as to loss and theft.
Nowadays there are also identity cards known, which are
based on memory cards, which may or may not be Smart
cards, as information carriers. An example of this has been

means which has been connected to an electronic identifica
25

memory in encrypted form. In case of an access control the
user's characteristics are recorded and compared with the
information stored on the card by means of a central process
ing unit. Only if the data match is the desired access granted.
Although this means of identification in itself is highly
reliable and fraud-proof, nevertheless a disadvantage lies in
the fact that the implementation. requires relatively advanced
and specifically Suited equipment which will not be generally
available everywhere. This makes this type of identity card
only Suitable for a closed circuit of users, e.g. a specific
professional group or employees/co-workers within a par
ticular business environment or (government) institution.
This type of identity card, however, is less suitable as a trav
elling document because, for instance, it leaves no room for
making notes, such as is required for visa, and, moreover,
because the required equipment will not be available world

30

35

equipment is not available, e.g. in case of apprehension of the
user on the street or in a country in which the infrastructure
required for automatic identification is not up to standard, the
housing of the identity card at least provides for the primary
reading and representation means in order to be able. to at
least establish the alleged identity of its user. In this way the
invention provides for an identity card which is compatible
with both modern, progressive identification methods and a
more conventional method of identification.
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In addition, a special embodiment of the identity card is
according to the present invention characterised in that a sheet
which may or may not be folded, is attached to... the informa
tion carrier, so that the identity card is also Suited as interna
tional travelling document just as the present-day passport. In
addition, the folder also leaves room for notes and stamps of
the authorised government institutions such as visa and the
like, possibly in combination with a printed version of the
personal data as also registered in the memory of the infor
mation carrier, and a passport photograph of the user. In
countries which have or will acquire a fully electronic iden
tification system for their cross-border traffic, such as for
instance described in this patent application these notes and
visa, if desired, can be entered directly into the memory of the
information carrier which will then make a folder superflu
ous. The folder, however, ensures that the identity card
remains compatible with the identification procedures as
presently applied worldwide
A further elaboration of the above-mentioned special
embodiment of the identity card according to the present
invention is characterised in that the information carrier is

60

wide.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
65

The present invention intends to provide for an identity
card of the type as referred to in the introduction, which is

tion system. To this end, the information carrier is removed
from its housing and entered into reading equipment provided
for in this identification system. In this way a fully automatic
identification may take place in which the subjective inter
pretation of a controlling officer is avoided and the probability
of mistakes related to this is eliminated. However, if this

described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,993,068. In this the external
characteristics of the card user are written to the cards

input unit of a housing which is also easy to handle, that
housing has been provided with reading equipment capable
of reading the personal data stored in the memory of the
information carrier and in that the housing is provided with
representation means in order to represent the data read.
In this type of identity card the actual personal information
and identification data are located in the memory of the infor
mation carrier. The identification data include. at least among
others, the physical characteristics of a user, such as e.g. his
picture, fingerprint, voice, iris etc. which are digitally stored
in the memory. Provided that the appropriate equipment is
available, a fully electronic comparison can be made with a
digitised registration of the user by means of for instance, a
camera, a sensor (system) or another type of registration

accompanied by a second information carrier with a sheet
attached to it which may or may not be folded, in that both
information carriers have been incorporated collectively in
the input unit of the housing and in that both information
carriers contain a unique encrypted code in a memory which
can be electronically read, and in that means are present in
order to establish a correspondence between the codes of both
information carriers and signal a difference, if any, between
both codes by means of the representation installation.

US RE44,034 E
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In this case, the primary identity card is formed by the first
information carrier which is separated from the second infor
mation carrier, the latter is mainly intended to house the folder
with notes and visa of the competent authorities, possibly in
combination with a printed version. of the personal data as
also stored in the memory of the first information carrier,
together with a passport photograph. In the case of internal
identification and also in the case of cross-border traffic of

persons without a visa being required, the first information
carrier will normally suffice. However, for those countries
which require a written visa or other written notifications
before access within the boundaries is granted, the second

10

information carrier which contains a folder for written notes

may be used. The unique codes of both information carriers
ensure that the second information carrier can only be used in
combination with the accompanying first information carrier.
Attempted malversation in this respect can be punished by
means of a signal from the housing of the identity card itself.
or, if necessary, by means of rendering the second informa
tion carrier, whether or not permanently, defective if this
carrier is linked to the housing of another information carrier
than the appropriate first information carrier
The second information carrier may just as the first infor
mation carrier be equipped with a central processing unit in
combination with an electronically readable memory. A fur
ther embodiment of the identity card is according to tho
present invention characterised in that the first information
carrier. in addition to an electronically readable memory, also
comprises a central processing unit and in that the second
information carrier only contains an electronically readable
memory. In this case, the second information carrier is only
equipped with an electronically readable memory which
results in considerable costs-saving. It is possible, for
instance, to register all personal data in the memory of the
second information carrier or only the unique code which

15
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indicates to which first information carrier the second one

belongs.
In order to make it even more fraud-proof a further embodi
ment of the identity card according to the invention is char
acterised in that the information carrier is provided with one
or more authenticity features, These authenticity features
may for instance include characters punched through the card
or other signs in the information carrier, and, for instance, a
hologram on the card. In this way the genuineness of the
identity card can be guaranteed even more and abuse can be

40

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
45

combated.

A comparison of physical characteristics which are regis
tered on site and stored in the information carrier of the

identity card can be carried out in a fully electronic and
automatic manner. In view of this a special embodiment of the
identity card according to the invention is characterised in
that the information carrier includes a central processing unit
which has been provided with means for electric data transfer
with a terminal unit of an identification system, and in that the
central processing unit, which is fed with an effective pro
gramming code from the memory, is capable of comparing

50

The invention will now be explained in further detail by
means of an embodiment and an accompanying drawing. The
drawing consists of:
FIG. 1 showing a schematic view of a possible embodiment
of an identity card according to the present invention; and
FIG. 2 which shows a schematic elaboration of an exem

plary embodiment of an identification system for the appli
cation of an identity card according to the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
55

the stored external characteristics of the user with the external

characteristics of the user registered on site. This type of
identity card itself contains the processing unit required for
the comparison to be carried out, and arithmetical ability, so
that the identification system does no have to provide for this.
The identification system will then only comprise registration
means in order to incorporate specific physical characteristics
of a user of the identity card, which registration means are
linked up to the above-mentioned terminal unit from which
the recorded data can be read by the processing unit of the
identity card and Subsequently, can be compared with the

4
stored data in the identity card itself. This does not only
simplify the infrastructure required all the check point loca
tion, but is also beneficial to the processing speed if various
checks which otherwise possibly were to be managed by one
processing unit only, are now executed in a parallel manner.
In order to avoid error messages as a result of external
changes of the user as well as to enhance the processing speed
of the comparison referred to above, a preferred embodiment
of the identity card according to the present invention is
characterised in that the personal data comprise the user's
physical characteristics in parameters. Storage in parameters
does not in the first place involve a picture of the user, but
rather characteristic features like e.g. the eye to eye distance,
the angles enclosed between eyes and nose or mouth, etc.
Obviously, these external parameters of the user are less.
Subject to changes than e.g. wearing spectacles, beard and
hair growth or the presence of make up, enabling a more
reliable comparison.
In addition, other physical characteristics of the user, Such
as specific length and width measurements and fingerprint
data, may also be registered in this manner, whether or not in
combination with these. By means of combining and storing
these in themselves independent physical features and check
ing these, a virtually 100% airtight access control may be
achieved In this respect a special embodiment of the identity
card is characterised in that, among others, the Voice of the
user is also stored digitally therein.
In order to protect the privacy and also in order to avoid
forgery and falsification, the various data in the information
carrier's memory are preferably stored in encrypted form.
The data are thus protected against access by third parties and
encryption by means of present-day encryption techniques
may be also executed in Such a complicated manner chat
falsification or forgery of identity proof is almost impossible
without specific knowledge of the applied key. Moreover, the
data are preferably protected by means of at unique access
code. Only the rightful user of the identity card knows this
unique access code, e.g. in the form of a personal identifica
tion number (PIN), which makes it impossible for a subse
quent holder to use the identity card and read the data with out
knowledge of the access code.

60

The drawing as a matter of fact is purely schematic and not
drawn to scale. Particularly, for clarity's sake, Some dimen
sions have been represented in a strongly exaggerated man
ner. Corresponding parts have been indicated in the figure
with the same reference number as much as possible.
The identity card of FIG. 1 comprises a card-shaped, syn
thetic housing 100 with an input unit 101 for entering an
information carrier 107 which, in this case, is also card

65

shaped just as the housing. The interior of the input unit 101
of the housing has been equipped with electric contacts which
are able to cooperate with similarly applied contact Surfaces
109 of an integral circuit 108 which has been connected to or

US RE44,034 E
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puter 1 to terminal 5 in a similar fashion. In this case, a digital

5
installed in the information carrier 107. In addition, the hous

ing comprises an electric feeding which, among others, takes
care of the necessary electricity Supply to the card by means

camera 3 is assumed, but within the framework of the inven

tion an analogue camera may just as well be applied in which
case its picture is digitised by means of well-known tech
niques such as a frame grabber in combination with an ana
logue-digital converter.
The person to be identified 6 has an identity card according
to the invention consisting of a card-shaped information car
rier 7 of handy credit card dimensions, of the type as referred

of some of the above-mentioned contacts. Moreover, the

housing 100 contains an installation for image representation
linked to a screen 103 and reading equipment by means of
which the data stored in the memory of the information carrier
107 can be read to be represented on the screen. If desired, one
may, for that matter, opt for an audio representation instead of
or in addition to the visual representation.
In practice, a number of personal data in combination with
one or more of the user's physical characteristics will be
stored in the memory of the information carrier 107 enabling
the personal data to be represented on the screen 103 without
the necessary ancillary equipment. This makes it possible to
apply the identity card world-wide. By means of a command
key 104 installed on the housing for this purpose the various
personal data can be checked one by one, so that a relatively
small screen will suffice for the representation of all relevant
personal data.
The identity card in this example comprises in addition to

10
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so-called PROM, whereas the first information carrier also

contains a full microprocessor in order to execute the identity
control and activate the screen 103 of the housing.
An identification system to be used in combination with the
identity card according to the invention has been schemati
cally represented in FIG. 2 this identification system com
prises a central processing unit in the form of a computer 1
which has been connected to both a screen 2 and registration
tools in order to register the features, either external or not, of
a person to be identified 6. In this example the registration
tools comprise a camera 3 and a microphone 4, as well as a
sensor 9 by means of which a fingerprint can be read. In
addition to this, a terminal unit 5 has been connected to the
computer 1.
In order to identify a person 6, this person's picture is
recorded with a camera 3 and this person's voice is recorded
with a microphone 4. Moreover, a fingerprint is taken elec
tronically by means of the sensor 9 and then digitised. The
analogue signal which is emitted from microphone 4, is digi
tised and analysed by computer 1 after which the digital voice
data are sent to terminal unit 5. The picture registered by the
camera, whether or not processed, is sent by the central com

from the computer 1 are transferred to the card 7. These data
are processed in the card by means of the integral circuit and
compared to the stored personal characteristics. To this end,
the integral circuit comprises a central processing unit which
is activated by an appropriate program code which is loaded
onto the card from the memory. In addition to this. the circuit
comprises reading equipment in order to read the personal
data stored in the memory of the card. Thus card 7 comprises
all means for fully executing the actual identification on the
card itself. The results of the identification procedure may be
represented visually, e.g. on Screen 2, acoustically or both
acoustically and visually. Screen 2 may also serve to repre
sent the user's passport photograph 6 as read from card 7, so
that the controlling officer of service is also able to execute a
manual identification control.

35

the second information carrier in this case has therefore been

designed with an electrically programmable memory only, a

from Synthetic material and contains an integral circuit linked
to an electronically readable memory. Such a carrier is gen
erally referred to ass chip card, Smart card or similar names.
The memory of the card 7 contains the personal data of the
user 6 recorded in digital form, including data concerning the
physical features and in this case, in addition to a digital
passport photograph and personal data, the user's voice and
fingerprint as well. The information carrier 7 is manually
entered into the slot of the terminal unit after which the data

the first information carrier 107, also a second information

carrier 207 which has been provided with a folded sheet 210
Suited for making notes. This sheet leaves room for notes by
the competent authorities e.g. visa, so that the identity card
according to the present invention is also Suitable as a valid
travelling document. During use both information carriers are
collectively entered into the housing which has been designed
with the appropriate internal dimensions. The second infor
mation carrier also comprises an integral circuit 208 with at
least an electronically readable memory. In this memory a
unique code has been stored in encrypted form; this code is
also present in the memory of the first information carrier. The
identity card will only function if the codes in both informa
tion carriers 107, 207 fully correspond; in case of any differ
ences this will be represented in the screen 103 as an error
code. If desired, the processing unit on the first information
carrier 107 may also be programmed in Such a way that a
faulty second information order to immediately combat any
fraudulous attempts.
An electronically readable memory in the second informa
tion carrier in itself Suffices and it is not necessary to also
provide for a central processing unit. In order to save costs,

to above. The information carrier 7 has been manufactured
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For that matter, the various personal data of card holder 6,
Such as name, address and permanent domicile or place of
residence, as well as birth register data, eye colour, length,
etc., possibly in combination with a passport photographs
may, in addition to registration in the card's memory, of
course also be registered on the card 7 in the conventional
Away enabling a quick identity control of the user on the basis
of these data. Furthermore, the card may also be provided
with e.g. an indication of the country or company, whether or
not in combination with the according logo and authenticity
features, such as for instance particularly a hologram or char
acters punched into the card, in order to combat forgery.
The personal data in the card's memory 7 comprise various
characteristic external features in parameters, particularly
concerning the user's external features 6, in order to minimise
the influence of cosmetic changes in the user's external fea
tures 6 and to enhance the processing speed. These features
may include the eye to eye distance, the enclosed (tri)angle
between eyes on the one hand, and nose, mouth orchin on the
other hand, the relative position of the ears and the like.
Characteristic features like these are not or hardly influenced
by the use of make up changing beard or hair growth, glasses
and other cosmetic external changes which often consider
ably hinder a conventional identification.
In order to protect the stored personal data, especially in the
case of loss or theft, the card 7 can be linked to a unique access
code which the user 6 is to enter first before identification
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takes place and the personal data are made accessible. Enter
ing this access code may take place by means of the keyboard
8 of the computer unit 1 or the system may be expanded with
a separate input unit designed for this use. For increased
protection the personal data are stored in encrypted form so
that the data cannot be read outside of the integral circuit of
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the card. The present-day encryption techniques allow for
encryption which is so adequate that decoding without
knowledge of the encryption key applied is virtually impos

What is claimed is:

1. An identity system comprising:
a card-shaped information carrier having an electronically
readable memory capable of storing a user's personal
data in digital form including data concerning physical

sible.

In this way the invention provides for a highly efficient and
reliable identification system, using an identity card accord
ing to the present invention which can be applied on a large
scale, not only as official travelling documents such as a
passport, driving licence, visa, etc. but also within secured
institutions such as company premises and, last but not least,
military premises.
Although the invention has been clarified by means of this
exemplary embodiment only, it goes without saying that the
invention is by no means restricted to this one embodiment.
On the contrary, many variations and embodiments can be
realised by an average professional in this area without him
being required to go beyond the scope of the invention. If
desired, the invention may in this way be expanded by further
registration tools in order to establish features, whether or not
external, of the person to be identified, or the registration tools
may, for instance, be restricted to only a camera or sensor
(system) in order to record the picture, the fingerprint or eye
characteristics. Instead of a more advance chip card, it is also
possible to use, less complex card-shaped or otherwise
shaped body as information carrier which, however, may
contain a memory which can only be read by means of the
terminal. Processing and comparing the to personal data will
in this case entirely take place outside of the card itself, e.g. in
the system’s central computer unit as described above.
The data transfer in the terminal may take place by means
of physical contact between the electrical contacts on the card

characteristics of the user,
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data read; and
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shaped information carrier in addition to an electronically
readable memory, also comprises a central processing unit
and that the second information carrier only contains an elec
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characteristics in accordance with the invention. If the card is

used, the identity of the user will then be determined, e.g. on
the basis of a scan or the fingerprint or a recording of the
external characteristics, and the payments can only be made
after this has been electronically confirmed. In this way the
invention provides for a virtually fraud-proof means of pay
ment, which, among others, is not susceptible to loss or theft
and the like. More over the identity card according to the
present invention can also be programmed in Such a way that
it is Suited as multiple identity card for various environments,
For instance as travelling document, driving licence, and
proof of access for one or more company premises or events.
Moreover, the housing of the identity card according to the
present invention is not restricted to the example given. It may
for instance be expanded by a Sound generator in order to
enable an audio, or even spoken representation or signaling.
One may also apply a more Sophisticated Screen in order to
e.g. fully represent a passport photograph stored in the
memory of the information carrier. In addition, the single
command key may be replaced by a number of similar keys or
even a full numeric oralphanumeric keyboard for the purpose
of making the control of the identity card even more comfort
able.
In short, the invention provides for an intelligent identity
card which has no or hardly any restrictions when it comes
down to ease of operation, protection against fraud and
usability.

a second information carrier having a sheet attached, both
information carriers jointly accommodated in the input
unit of the housing, and a unique encrypted code stored
in both carriers in an electronically readable memory,
and means available to establish code correspondence of
both information carriers and to signal the difference by

means of a representation installation.
2. The system according to claim 1 wherein the card

on the one hand and in the terminal on the other hand. How

ever, it is also possible to transfer the data without the con
tacts. in which case the transfer for instance, takes place
optically, by means of radiography or induction.
The invention may also be applied more broadly than
within the strict sense of person identification only, which use
is restricted to obtaining the user's identity. The invention
may for instance be incorporated in credit cards, cash cards
and the like, for the purpose of verifying the data of its rightful
user. To this end, the card in question will not only be
equipped with data and/or software enabling the desired pay
ments to be made, but also with digital personal data and

a housing having (a) an input unit for receiving the infor
mation carrier, (b) reading means capable of reading the
personal data stored in the memory of the information
carrier and (c) representation means for representing the
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tronically readable memory.
3. The system according to claim 1 wherein the personal
data comprise the user's external characteristics in param
eters.
4. The system according to claim 1 wherein the personal
data have been protected by means of a unique access code.
5. The system according to claim 1 wherein the card
shaped information carrier further comprises further com
prises one or more authenticity features.
6. The system according to claim 1 wherein the card

shaped information carrier comprises a central processing
unit having means for electric data transfer with a terminal
unit of an identification system, and in that the central pro
cessing unit, activated by means of an adequate program code
from the memory, is capable of comparing the user's external
features as stored in the memory to the user's external fea

tures recorded on site.
7. The identity system of claim 1, wherein the housing is
approximately the same size as the card-shaped information
carrier

8. A portable information carrier device, comprising:
a memory to store personal characteristics parameter data
of a user, and
processing circuitry executing instructions to compare
personal characteristics parameter data derived from
externally generated personal characteristics data with
the stored personal characteristics parameter data
within the portable information carrier device and to
provide a result for indicating if the stored personal
characteristics parameter data matches the generated
personal characteristics parameter data,
wherein personal characteristics parameter data is
derived from personal characteristics data utilizing
knowledge of a type of characteristic depicted in the
personal characteristics data.
9. The portable information carrier device of claim 8,
wherein at least one of the generated personal characteristics
parameter data and stored personal characteristics param
eter data is encrypted.
10. The portable information carrier device of claim 9,
wherein encrypted Stored personal characteristics parameter
data is maintained in the portable information carrier device
and cannot be read out of the portable information carrier
device.
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II. The portable information carrier device of claim 9,
wherein encrypted Stored personal characteristics parameter
data can be read out of the portable information carrier
device with an access key or code.
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12. The portable information carrier device of claim 8,
fiurther comprising:
an interface to receive externally generated personal char
acteristics data or personal characteristics parameter
data derived from the externally generated personal
characteristics data.

13. The portable information carrier device of claim II,
wherein the generated personal characteristics parameter
data or the externally generated personal characteristics
data is communicated through a wired or wireless medium to
the portable information carrier device.
14. The portable information carrier device of claim 8,
wherein the processing circuitry compares the stored per
sonal characteristics parameter data with the derived per
sonal characteristics parameter data and provides a result
for indicating that the stored personal characteristics param
eter data matches the derived personal characteristics
parameter data.
15. The portable information carrier device of claim 14,
wherein the processing circuitry further provides a result for

10

15

a user detectable indication or a machine readable indication

if the stored personal characteristics parameter data matches
the derived personal characteristics parameter data.
16. The portable information carrier device of claim 8,
wherein the processing circuitry includes digital logic.
17. The portable information carrier device of claim 8,
wherein the processing circuitry includes digital logic and
optionally includes one or more microprocessors.
18. An information carrier device, comprising:
a memory to store user related personal characteristic
parameter data for identifying the user,
integrated circuitry to determine an identity of the user by
comparing Stored personal characteristics parameter
data of the user with personal characteristics parameter
data derived from externally generated personal char
acteristics data and to provide an indication if the iden
tity is the user, and
a sheet attached to the information carrier device, the sheet
providing user related information,
wherein personal characteristics parameter data is
derived from personal characteristics data utilizing
knowledge of a type of characteristic depicted in the
personal characteristics data.
19. The information carrier device of claim 18, wherein the
stored user related personal characteristic parameter data is
encrypted.
20. The information carrier device of claim 18, wherein the
information carrier device is a travel document.
21. The information carrier device of claim 18, wherein the
sheet includes space for notes, stamps, or photographs.
22. A portable information carrier device, comprising:
a memory to store personal user data comprising personal
characteristic parameter data of the user, characterized
in that said personal user data comprises personal char
acteristic parameter data derived from personal char
acteristic data of the user, and
processing circuitry which executes instructions to com
pare derived personal characteristic parameter data
derived from externally generated personal character
istic data with said personal characteristic parameter
data of the user which is stored in said memory and to
provide a result indicating if the Stored personal char
acteristic parameter data matches the externally gener
ated derived personal characteristic parameter data,
wherein personal characteristics parameter data is
derived from personal characteristics data utilizing
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10
knowledge of a type of characteristic depicted in the
personal characteristics data.
23. The portable information carrier device according to
claim 22 characterized in that the externally generated per
sonal characteristic data were generated by a camera, and in
that the personal characteristic parameter data includes at
least One of the following parameters: the eye to eye distance,
the enclosed (tri)angle between eyes On the One hand, and
nose, mouth Orchin on the other hand and the relative posi
tion of the ears.
24. The portable information carrier device according to
claim 22, wherein the personal user data comprises
encrypted data.
25. The portable information carrier device according to
claim 22, wherein a portion of the personal user data stored
in said memory are protected by an access key or code.
26. The portable information carrier device according to
claim 22, wherein the portable information carrier comprises
an interface to exchange data with an external identification
system.
27. The portable information carrier device according to
claim 26, wherein the derived personal characteristics
parameter data is communicated through a wireless medium
to the portable information carrier device.
28. A travel document, comprising:
a sheet, and
a portable information carrier device permanently
attached to said sheet,
wherein the sheet provides user related information iden
tifying the user and the information carrier device com
prises a memory to store personal user data, including
personal characteristic data of the user; characterized in
that said personal characteristic data comprises per
sonal characteristic parameter data derived from per
Sonal characteristic data of the user; and in that the
information carrier device comprises processing cir
cuitry which executes instructions to compare derived
personal characteristic parameter data derived from
externally generated personal characteristic data with
said personal characteristic parameter data of the user
which is stored in said memory and to provide a result
indicating if the stored personal characteristic param
eter data matches the externally generated derived per
sonal characteristic parameter data,
wherein personal characteristics parameter data is
derived from personal characteristics image data utiliz
ing knowledge of a type of characteristic depicted in the
personal characteristics data.
29. The travel document according to claim 28, wherein the
externally generated personal characteristic data were gen
erated by a camera, and in that the personal characteristic
parameter data includes at least one of the following param
eters: the eye to eye distance, the enclosed (tri)angle between
eyes on the One hand, and nose, mouth or chin on the other
hand and the relative position of the ears.
30. The travel document according to claim 28, wherein the
personal user data comprises encrypted data.
31. The travel document according to claim 28, wherein a
portion of the personal user data stored in said memory are
protected by means of an access key or code.
32. The travel document according to claim 28, wherein the
portable information carrier comprises an interface to
exchange data with an external identification system.
33. The travel document according to claim 32, wherein the
externally generated personal characteristic parameter data
is communicated through wireless medium to the portable
information carrier device.
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